ENERGY EFFICIENCY POLICY

Starting from the statement of European Commissioner for Energy, Günther Oettinger saying:
"Energy efficiency is the foundation of energy security ", the management of MONSSON
OPERATION SRL company has decided to implement an Energy Management System, in accordance
with EN ISO 50001: 2011 standard.

Improving energy efficiency is a strategic objective of MONSSON OPERATION SRL policy, due to the
major contribution it has in achieving energy supply security, sustainability and competitiveness, to
saving primary energy resources and reducing emissions of greenhouse gases.

The energy efficiency policy is part of the integrated policy management of MONSSON OPERATION
SRL and it follows:
 removing barriers for promoting energy efficiency ;
 promoting energy efficiency mechanisms and financial instruments for energy savings;
 educating and raising awareness on the importance of our customers and benefits of

energy efficiency improvement measures ;
 good cooperation with the manufacturers , suppliers, energy distributors and public

institutions in order to reach the objectives set by the energy efficiency policy ;
 promoting a fundamental and applied research in matters of efficient use of energy .

Energy efficiency policy defines the objectives of improving energy efficiency, indicative targets of
energy savings, energy efficiency improvement measures related, in all ongoing activities of the
company, especially referring to:
 introducing highly efficient energy technologies, modern measurement and control

systems, energy management systems for monitoring, continuous evaluation and
forecasting efficiency of energy consumption;
 promoting the use of equipment and devices, which are energy-efficient, to our

customers, and also of renewable energy sources;
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 reducing the environmental impact of company activities that use energy consumption;
 applying the principles of modern energy management.

Management at the highest level shall ensure that Energy Efficiency Policy is communicated and
available to all interested parties and company employees who are required to be actively involved
in achieving all commitments undertaken in this policy.

Responsibility and authority for implementing and maintaining Energy Efficiency Policy and also to
the continuous improvement of the management system belong to the
Representative for energy efficiency .
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